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� Introduction

This note is an �incomplete� summary of results on single equational axioms
for algebraic theories� Pioneering results were obtained decades ago �without
the use of computers� by logicians such as Tarski� Higman� Neumann� and
Padmanabhan� Use of today�s high�speed computers and sophisticated soft�
ware for searching for proofs and counterexamples has led to many additional
results�

Considered here are equationally de�ned algebras� and the goal is to �nd
simple single equations ���bases� that axiomatize algebras that are ordinarily
presented with sets of equations� For example� a standard way to de�ne
group theory is as an algebra with a binary operation� a unary operation� and
a constant e satisfying the three equations

e � x 	 x

x�� � x 	 e

�x � y� � z 	 x � �y � z�

What is the shortest equation� if any� that is equivalent to the preceding ��
basis� Unfortunately� there is no single equational axiom for group theory in
terms of product� inverse� and e�� However� there are single axioms in terms
of product and inverse alone� The shortest is�

�x � �y � ���z � z��� � �u � y���� � x����� 	 u�

Although the identity e is not mentioned in the preceding axiom� one can
prove that a constant with the appropriate properties exists�

The focus in this note is on group�like algebras such as groups� Abelian
groups� Boolean groups� and loops� and on lattice�like algebras such as lat�
tices� weakly associative lattices� and Boolean algebras� Also considered are



nonstandard operations for these algebras� For example� groups can be de�
�ned in terms of a single binary operation that can be thought of as division�
x�y 	 x �y��� and Boolean algebra can be de�ned in terms of just the She
er
stroke �or NAND�� xjy 	 x� � y�� Although a single axiom for group the�
ory in terms of division is not strictly equivalent to the ��basis above� it is
de�nitionally equivalent�

Substantial interest in single axioms also exists for Hilbert�style sentential
systems which use modus ponens rather than equational reasoning� but we
shall not consider those systems in this note�

� Results without Computers

Most of the results presented here� although obtained without the use of
computers� are easily proved by an equational theorem proving program such
as Otter����

��� Group�like Algebras

In ���� Tarski presented the following axiom for Abelian group theory in
terms of division��

�x��y��z��x�y���� 	 z ���

In ���� Higman and Neumann gave the following single axiom for �ordinary�
group theory in terms of division��

�x�����x�x��y��z�����x�x��x��z��� 	 y ���

More generally� Higman and Neumann presented a single axiom schema that
allows one to construct a single axiom for any subvariety of group theory that
can be speci�ed with an equation � 	 e� for some term ��

In ���� Neumann presented the following axiom for �ordinary� groups in
terms of product and inverse��

�x � ���y�� � �x�� � z���� � u� � �y � u������� 	 z ���

At the same time� Neumann presented a single axiom schema �analogous to
the schema for division� for groups in terms of product and inverse� For
example� a single axiom for Abelian groups can be obtained by plugging �x �
y� � �y � x��� into the schema�

In ��� Padmanabhan presented an axiom for inverse loops in terms of
division��

�u�u����x�y���z��y�x��� 	 z� ���



along with an axiom schema� The schema generalizes the Higman and Neu�
mann schema for groups in terms of division� because group theory is a sub�
variety of inverse loops�

In ���� Meredith and Prior gave the following axiom for Boolean groups�
that is� groups in which x � x 	 e��

���y � x� � z� � �y � z�� 	 x ���

��� Lattice�like Algebras

Results on single axioms for lattice�like algebras are less extensive than results
for group�like algebras�

In ���� Padmanabhan and Quackenbush	 presented a method for con�
structing a single axiom for any �nitely based theory that has particular dis�
tributive and permutable congruences� Lattice theory �and therefore Boolean
algebra� has these properties� However� straightforward application of the
method usually yields single axioms of enormous length� In fact� a simple cal�
culation shows that a straightforward application of the method to Boolean
algebra in terms of the She
er stroke would produce a single axiom with more
than �� million symbols�

If the construction method is applied to ternary Boolean algebra� that is�
Boolean algebra in terms of a ternary operation f�x� y� z� 	 xy� yz� zx� the
following axioma is produced��


f�f�x� x�� y�� �f�f�z� �f�f�u� v� w�� v�� f�u� v� v����
��

f�v� f�v� � v�� w�� u��� v
�

�� z��
�� z� 	 y

���

� Computer�aided Results

Results in this section were obtained with assistance from automated deduc�
tion systems� Programs such as Otter� were used to search for proofs� and
programs such as MACE�� and SEM�� were used to search for counterexam�
ples� In addition� special�purpose symbolic computation software was written
in several cases�

aThis axiom was found as part of a project that used computers� but we include it here

because it is the result of a straightforward application of the Pixley polynomial reduction

method�



��� Group�like Structures

In ��� I presented the ��variable axiom�

�x � �y � ���z � z��� � �u � y���� � x����� 	 u ���

for group theory in terms of product and inverse� To �nd axiom ���� tens
of thousands of candidate identities were constructed �nonexhuastively�� and
given to the theorem prover Otter to search for proofs of known bases� At
about the same time� Kunen presented the ��variable axiom for the same
theory���

���z � �x � y������ � �z � y���� � �y�� � y���� 	 x ���

More important� Kunen proved that there is no axiom shorter than axiom ���
for group theory in terms of product an inverse by constructing countermodels
�by hand and with computers� for all shorter group identities�

In ��� I gave the axiom

���x � y� � z� � �x � z���� 	 y ��

for Abelian groups in terms of product and inverse�� simplifying the results
of Neumann��

In ��� Kunen and I found the schema��

��� � z��� � y� � ��� � �z � x���� � y��� 	 x ����

for group theory in terms of product and inverse� simplifying and generalizing
the Neumann schema� In Equation ����� the subvariety is speci�ed by � 	 ��

In ��� for inverse loops� Padmanabhan and I presented the schema��

x � ����x � y��� � y��� � z� � ��� � u��� � �� � u��� 	 z ����

and the corresponding axiom

x � ����x � y��� � y��� � z� � �u�� � u�� 	 z ����

The schema ��� although longer than the schema ��� is more general in the
sense that groups are a subvariety of inverse loops�

A group of exponent n is a group satisfying xn 	 e� For example� groups
of exponent � are the Boolean groups� A shortest single axiom for Boolean
groups was already known�� In ��� the Wos and I presented a schema for
short axioms for groups of odd exponent��� For exponent � groups� the schema
produces the axiom

x � ��x � �x � �y � �z � z���� � z� 	 y� ����



In ��� Kunen presented the axiom��

�y � ��y � ��y � y� � �x � z��� � �z � �z � z���� 	 x ����

for groups of exponent � and proved that there is none shorter�

��� Lattice�like Structures

In ��� Padmanabhan and I presented the axiom�


f�f�x� x�� y�� �f�f�z� u� v�� w� f�z� u� v����
�� f�u� f�v�� w� v�� z�� 	 y� ����

for ternary Boolean algebra� It was found using Otter to derive identities from
Equation ���� then using Otter again for each identity to search for a proof of
a known basis�

In ��� Padmanabhan and I presented the single axiom��

���x�y� � �y � �x � y��� � z� � ���x � ���x� � y� � �y � x��� �

y�� � ���y � ���x� � �y � x��� � �x� � y�� � y�� � �u � �y �

���x� � �y � x��� � �x� � y�� � y���� � �x � ���x� � y� � �y �

x��� � y���� � ���x � y� � �y � �x � y��� � z�� 	 y

����

for lattice theory� It was found by optimizing� with various automated rea�
soning techniques� the Pixley polynomial reduction procedure�	 In addition�
a single axiom schema was presented for subvarieties of weakly associative
lattices���

Just this year� a short axiom was found for Boolean algebra in terms
of the She
er stroke� xjy 	 x� � y�� Stephen Wolfram had sent us a set of
identities that were under investigation as being possible single axioms� and
we proved two of them to be single axioms� including the following���

�x j ��y j x� j x�� j �y j �z j x�� 	 y ����

The proofs were quite di�cult� and several interesting ��equation bases were
found along the way�

Finally� also this year� the following short single axiom was found for
Boolean algebra in terms of disjunction and negation���

���x � y�� � z�� � �x� �z� � �z � u�������� 	 z ����

An extensive and complex search was required to �nd this axiom �and several
others of the same size�� The general technique was to

�� Generate well�formed equations under a set of constraints�

�� Apply a truth�table procedure to extract Boolean identities�



�� Build a set of �nite non�Boolean algebras� These were found by applying
the model�searching programs MACE�� and SEM�� to search for non�
Boolean �e�g�� noncommutative or nonidempotent� models of candidate
identities� The non�Boolean algebras have up to eight elements�

�� Eliminate candidates that are true in any of the non�Boolean algebras�
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